Abstract-Standard methods to model multibody systems are aimed at systems with configuration spaces isomorphic to R n . This limitation leads to singularities and other artifacts in case the configuration space has a different topology, for example in the case of ball joints or a free-floating mechanism. This paper discusses an extension of classical methods to allow for a very general class of joints, including all joints with a Lie group structure as well as nonholonomic joints.
I. INTRODUCTION
For analysis, design, and control of robotic and other complex mechanical systems, it is often crucial to obtain a good mathematical model of the dynamics of the mechanism. This model should reflect the essential properties of the mechanism, while still being simple enough for simulation and controller design. For many applications, it is sufficient to model these mechanisms as rigid multibody systems, meaning interconnections of perfectly rigid bodies by ideal joints without mechanical play. The assumption of rigidity implies that the spatial configuration space of the mechanism is a finite-dimensional space, often given the structure of a linear space isomorphic to R n . To represent the configuration of the mechanism, one can then choose coordinates q ∈ R n , and these coordinates are usually chosen to represent physically meaningful quantities, e.g. rotation angles for angular joints and elongation distances for prismatic joints. Given the inertial properties of the rigid bodies in the mechanism, the dynamics can then be described by the well-known equation [1] M (q)q + C(q,q)q + N (q) = B(q)τ
where M (q) is the strictly positive-definite mass matrix of the system, C(q,q)q represents the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, N (q) the gravity forces, τ the vector of actuation torques, and B(q) the input mapping such that B(q)τ is collocated withq. To use (1) , the configuration space is required to be adequately described by R n . For most joint types, this is not a serious problem, though strictly speaking the configuration space of a rotational joint is a circle and not R 1 . However, for more general joints, such as ball joints (three degrees of freedom) and 'free motion' joints (unconstrained motion with six degrees of freedom), the required representation of the configuration space as R n leads to singularities and sensitivities that do not correspond to physical singularities and sensitivities. These artificial singularities, as opposed to inherent singularities e.g. in a Cardan joint, are solely due to the choice of coordinates and hence should be eliminated.
In this paper, we present an extension of (1) to mechanisms with more general joints. This general class is defined more precisely in the next section, but it includes the important subclass of all joints for which the configuration space is a Lie group, such as ball joints and 'free motion' joints. The class also includes nonholonomic joints (such as rolling constraints), for which the configuration space has a higher dimension than the space of instantaneously allowed velocities. The resulting equations are explicit, singularity-free differential equations that differ only slightly from (1) .
Lie group theory has been used extensively to develop singularity-free representations of the dynamics of a system on a single Lie group, see for example [2] , [3] . Systems with nonholonomic constraints have been reduced to explicit differential equation in various ways as well, in the context of geometric mechanics and Ehresmann connections [4] , and in the context of port-Hamiltonian systems and Poisson brackets [5] , [6] . Both holonomic and nonholonomic constraints have been treated in the framework of Kane's equations [7] , [8] and Boltzmann-Hamel equations [9] , which use a type of quasi-coordinates as we do here, but are nevertheless restricted to joints with a Euclidean joint space. This paper, which is based partially on [10] , presents a systematic method that is valid for general non-Euclidean holonomic and nonholonomic joints.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II gives the precise definition of the types of joints that are considered, and demonstrates how several specific joints can be formulated in the required framework. Section III shows how the dynamics can be derived for multibody systems composed of such joints. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. GENERAL HOLONOMIC AND NONHOLONOMIC JOINTS
This section defines a general class of joints for which the dynamics can be derived by the method of Section III. Section II-A gives a brief summary of the theory of homogeneous transformations and twists, and then presents the definitions of general holonomic joints (Section II-B) Fig. 1 . The mapping Φ(Q, ϕ) assigns local Euclidean coordinates ϕ ∈ R k to a neighborhood of each global coordinate Q ∈ Q.
and nonholonomic joints (Section II-C). The definitions are illustrated with examples of commonly encountered joints.
A. Configuration and Velocities of Rigid Bodies
We first briefly summarize the theory and notation used to represent configurations and velocities of rigid bodies. We refer to [1] and [11] for a more extensive background; in this paper, we follow the notation of [11] .
The configuration of a rigid body in three-dimensional space, meaning its position and orientation relative to some reference frame, can be described by an element of the Lie group SE(3), the Special Euclidean group. Numerically, this configuration can be expressed by a 4 × 4 homogeneous matrix H a b of the form
where R a b is a 3 × 3 orthogonal matrix with det(R a b ) = 1 that describes the orientation of the body, and p a b is a 3 × 1 vector that describes the position of its origin. The indices a and b refer to two right-handed coordinate frames Ψ a (the reference frame) and Ψ b (rigidly attached to the body).
The velocity of a rigid body, meaning both its linear and angular velocity, can be concisely described by an element of se(3), the Lie algebra of SE(3). Numerically, it can be expressed as a vector T x := (x∧) =
The twist T 1) Every joint configuration is uniquely described by a coordinate matrix Q (of arbitrary but constant dimensions), and
We identify an abstract element of Q with its coordinate representation Q and write Q ∈ Q; 2) Every allowed joint velocity (an element of T Q Q) is uniquely described by a vector v ∈ R k , and the joint twist can be expressed as T i,i j = X(Q)v with X(Q) ∈ R 6×k a matrix describing the instantaneously allowed twists; 3) There exists a coordinate mapping Φ : Q × R k → Q, such that for each Q ∈ Q, Φ(Q, 0) = Q and Φ(Q, ·) defines a local diffeomorphism between a neighborhood of 0 ∈ R k and a neighborhood of Q ∈ Q.
Fig . 1 illustrates the third property: every point of the allowed configuration space is assigned a unique (global) coordinate Q, and the mapping Φ assigns (local) Euclidean coordinates ϕ to a neighborhood of every Q. Although the requirement for the mapping Φ may seem restrictive, the class of joints that satisfy Definition 1 is actually quite large. First, classical joints with a Euclidean configuration space can be formulated in the form of the definition. If k is the number of degrees of freedom, the global configuration coordinate can be chosen as Q ∈ R k , its velocity coordinate as v =Q ∈ R k , and the coordinate mapping as Φ(Q, ϕ) = Q + ϕ with ϕ ∈ R k . Secondly, joints with a configuration space described by a Lie group (e.g. ball joints or 'free motion' joints) can also be formulated as in Definition 1. In this case, the coordinate matrix Q is the appropriate matrix representation of the Lie group, and the velocity coordinates are the coordinates for the algebra of the group. Finally, the coordinate mapping Φ can be chosen as the exponential coordinate mapping of the group, i.e. the mapping
with b i the appropriate basis elements for the algebra. Indeed, Φ(Q, 0) = Qe 0 = Q and the mapping assigns local coordinates ϕ to a neighborhood of every Q ∈ Q.
Example 1 (Ball joint): Consider the ball joint shown in Fig. 2 . We choose the configuration matrix Q to be the 3 × 3 rotation matrix that describes the relative orientation of frames Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 , such that their relative configuration satisfies
As the global velocity coordinates, we pick v ∈ R 3×1 to be the angular velocity vector of frame Ψ 2 relative to Ψ 1 , Fig. 2 . Two examples of generalized joints between two bodies with attached frames Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 : a ball joint (left) and a planar nonholonomic joint (right).
expressed in Ψ 1 . The relative twist between Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 then becomes
Finally, we can choose the coordinate mapping Ψ using exponential coordinates, i.e. as
withφ := (ϕ∧) ∈ R 3×3 as before.
C. Nonholonomic Joints
Definition 2 (Nonholonomic joint): A globally parameterized nonholonomic joint is a globally parameterized holonomic joint together with a restriction on the allowed instantaneous velocities, given by an equation A T (Q)v = 0 for some differentiable matrix A(Q) ∈ R k×(k−k) of constant rank (k −k). In addition to the properties given in Definition 1, there must exist a differentiable rankk matrix S(Q) ∈ R k×k such that A T (Q)S(Q) = 0 for all Q ∈ Q. Following the definition, a nonholonomic joint is basically a constrained holonomic joint, implicitly restricting the allowed velocities to ak-dimensional linear subspace. The columns of the matrixS form a basis for the space of allowed velocities, or in other words, allowed velocities have the form v =Sv, automatically satisfying the constraint Fig. 2 (right) shows an example of a planar holonomic joint. The relative motion of the two frames Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 is constrained to be only translation in the horizontal plane and rotation around the vertical axis. In addition, the instantaneous relative velocity is constrained to be a combination of forward rolling and pure rotation around the vertical axis: no sideways velocity in the y-direction of Ψ 2 is allowed.
As a global coordinate matrix, we choose the combination of a 2 × 2 rotation matrix and a 2 × 1 translation vector, i.e. a matrix of the form
Setup
We choose the velocity coordinates v to describe the angular and linear velocities in body frame, i.e. 
The nonholonomic constraint can be expressed simply as
due to the specific choice of coordinates for v. In this case, we can choose the matrixS(Q) as
which has constant rankk = 2 and satisfies A TS = 0.
III. DYNAMICS OF OPEN MULTIBODY SYSTEMS
In this section, we discuss the procedure to derive the dynamics of rigid mechanisms with general joints as defined in Section II. We only consider open mechanism, i.e. systems without closed kinematic chains, and label the n joints and n links as in Fig. 3 . Each joint has a global configuration coordinate Q i , velocity coordinate v i ∈ R ki , and coordinate mapping Φ i (Q i , ϕ i ).
A. The Boltzmann-Hamel Equations
The derivation of the dynamic equations is based on the Boltzmann-Hamel equations [12] as formulated in Theorem 1 below. These equations describe the dynamics of a system in quasi-coordinates, i.e. velocity coordinates v that are not the time-derivative of position coordinates q but are related as v = S(q)q for some diffeomorphism S(q).
Theorem 1 (Boltzmann-Hamel): Given a mechanical system with configuration q, velocity v = S(q)q (with S(q) invertible and continuously differentiable), inputs torques τ collocated with v, potential energy V (q) and kinetic co-
The dynamics can be written in (q, v) coordinates as
with
Proof: Given the definition of the function L(q, v) and the coordinates v, we can write the LagrangianL of the system in (q,q) coordinates as
Expressing its partial derivatives in terms of the partial derivatives of L, and substituting into the classical EulerLagrange equations
with B = S T (since τ is collocated with v) gives (12).
B. Mechanisms with only holonomic joints
We now proceed with the derivation of the dynamic equations for general rigid mechanisms. From Definitions 1 and 2, we know that the relative twist of each joint can be expressed as T 
and refer to the examples further on for typical expressions for S i (Q i , ϕ i ) for common joints. For joints with a Euclidean joint space, we have v i =φ i and hence S i (Q i , ϕ i ) = I. For a general mechanism with n joints, we loosely denote by Q the collection of all global joint coordinates Q i , by ϕ the vector stacking of all local coordinates ϕ i around a certain configuration Q, by v the vector stacking of all joint velocity coordinates v i , and by S(Q, ϕ) the block-diagonal matrix relating v toφ.
Following standard procedures (see e.g. [1] or [11] ), we can derive an expression for the inertia matrix M (Q) of the mechanism and write the kinetic co-energy as U k (Q, v) = Theorem 2 (Dynamics for holonomic joints): Given an n-link open rigid mechanism with general holonomic joints, labeled as in Fig. 3 , with joints described by global coordinates Q, local coordinates ϕ, coordinate mapping Φ(Q, ϕ), global velocity coordinates v, and the matrix S relating local and global velocity coordinates as v = S(Q, ϕ)φ for fixed Q. Let it have kinetic co-energy
, and input torques τ collocated with v. The dynamics of the mechanism are given by
Partial derivatives of M (Q) and V (Q) with respect to ϕ should be computed by first substituting the coordinate mappings Φ(Q, ϕ) for Q and then taking the partial derivative, so as
The theorem follows more or less directly by applying the Boltzmann-Hamel equations of Theorem 1 to the rigid mechanism expressed in (ϕ, v) coordinates around a certain point Q and evaluating at ϕ = 0. More precisely, if we parameterize the configuration Q t around a certain fixed point Q as Q t = Φ(Q, ϕ), we can write the Lagrangian in coordinates (ϕ, v), parameterized by Q, as
We can then apply Theorem 1 and calculate
Combining all elements (and using the definitions ofĈ and N ) results in expression (16).
It is important to note that only the global coordinates Q appear in the expression for the dynamics and are states of the dynamical system; the local coordinates ϕ are evaluated at zero. This means that (16) is a globally valid equation for all coordinates Q, and does not require different expressions across the configuration manifold that depend on its exact covering by a coordinate atlas. Furthermore, the expressions evaluated at ϕ = 0 only depend on local joint properties (not the rest of the mechanism) and can hence be evaluated offline and for each joint separately. This makes the presented algorithm suitable for software implementation.
In order to obtain the full set of differential equations for (Q, v), the dynamic equations (16) can be augmented with the kinematic equationsQ =Q(Q, v) which relate the velocity coordinates to the time derivatives of the position coordinates and are determined on joint level by the relations
n and velocity coordinates v =q, the dynamic equations reduce to the standard equations (1) known from literature, i.e. S(Q, ϕ) = I,
Example 4 (Ball joint continued): We give an example of how some of the terms in Theorem 2 would look for a ball joint with coordinates (Q, v) as in Example 1. From the choice of coordinates (and coordinate mapping Φ), we can write for configurations
where dots indicate terms of second and higher order in ϕ. This relation can be written in vector form as
which gives the relation between v andφ. From this expression, we can compute for example
for any x ∈ R 3 . This example is typical in the sense that, for joints with exponential Lie group coordinates, the final expressions to be used in the dynamic equations (evaluated at ϕ = 0) are generally very simple.
C. Mechanisms with holonomic and nonholonomic joints
Just as Definition 2 for nonholonomic joints is a restriction of Definition 1 for holonomic joints, we consider the dynamics of mechanisms with nonholonomic joints as a restriction of the dynamics of holonomic joints. To be more precise, the dynamics of mechanism with velocity v is constrained to satisfy extra equations of the form A T (Q)v = 0. These constraints are enforced by constraint forces λ that enter the dynamic equations as extra terms A(Q)λ on the right-hand side of (16). The magnitude of λ is such that the constraints remain satisfied at all times. The following theorem presents how the dynamic equations for the restricted systems can be obtained.
Theorem 3 (Dynamics for general joints): Given an nlink open rigid mechanism with general holonomic and nonholonomic joints, labeled as in Fig. 3 , with joints described by global coordinates Q, local coordinates ϕ, and coordinate mapping Φ(Q, ϕ). Let S describe the relation between local and global velocity coordinates as v = S(Q, ϕ)φ for fixed Q, and letS describe the relation between constrained velocities v and unconstrained velocities v as v =S(Q)v (with S(Q) = I for holonomic joints). Let the mechanism have kinetic co-energy
, and input torques τ collocated with v. The dynamics of the mechanism are given bȳ
withM
Proof: Starting from the result of Theorem 2, i.e. before applying the constraint forces, the implicit dynamic equations of the mechanism are
and the nonholonomic constraint equals A T (Q)v = 0. If we substitute v =Sv (which can be done for all velocities satisfying the constraint, sinceS defines a basis) and premultiply (20) byS T , we obtain
The last term equals zero by definition ofS, and the equation can be written directly as in the theorem. An expression for λ can be obtained by pre-multiplying (20) with A T M −1 and substituting v =Sv, which gives
A is invertible, this expression uniquely determines λ from the state (Q,v) in an equation that complements (19). The columns of M −1 A form a basis for the constrained velocities that is M -orthogonal to the basis defined by the columns ofS (sinceS T M M −1 A = 0). This orthogonality in the proper metric M results in two independent sets of equations, one for the accelerationsv and one for the constraint forces λ.
Example 5 (Planar joint continued): Consider again the nonholonomic planar joint as described in Example 2. If we consider Ψ 1 as the inertial frame and body 2 has mass m and inertia J around the z-axis, the kinetic co-energy can be written in terms of the coordinates Q and v as
To find the mapping S, we compare the left-hand and righthand sides of the expression
to find S(Q, ϕ) = I. The dynamic equations for the planar joint without nonholonomic constraints can thus be written in coordinates (Q, v) as
Using the definition of (the constant)S from Example 2, the reduced equations in terms ofv become
The dynamics in this case are obviously not very interesting, but the example serves to illustrate the systematic procedure to obtain them, and the generality of using this particular joint as part of a larger mechanism (say, by putting the cart on a moving platform and adding a robotic manipulator on top of it). Furthermore, the kinematics, i.e. the relation between Q andv, also follows from the theory, in general aṡ
which for this example can be simplified tȯ
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a generalization of classical modeling results to an extended class of rigid multibody systems. In addition to joints with Euclidean joint spaces (with configuration described by R n ), general joints with configuration spaces different from R n can be included, requiring only mild and local modifications to the classical Lagrangian results known from literature. The equations are globally valid for all configurations and do not require local configuration states. In addition, nonholonomic constraints can be added as a trivial extension, reducing the dimension of the velocity space, but again not drastically modifying the equations.
The generalized class of joints includes all joints described by Lie groups, such as ball joints, 'free motion' joints (unconstrained 6D motion), and planar motion. However, any other general joint type can be included as well, as long as it can be formulated as in Definition 1.
The extra elements that appear in the dynamic equation have a block-diagonal form, which means they can be specified at joint level and do not depend on the rest of the mechanism. This makes the presented approach suitable for software implementation, as it allows many different joints to be specified as library elements with representations of the specific global coordinates for position and velocity, as well as the extra structure elements that appear in the equation: the matrix S(Q, ϕ), its inverse, and its partial derivatives with respect to each of the local coordinates ϕ, all evaluated at ϕ = 0, can be stored in the library element, and then used as systematic building blocks in the dynamic equations. The general form of the equations is currently being implemented in the modeling and simulation package 20sim [13] .
As a possible extension for future work, the precise structure of the expressions forC should be analyzed in more detail, in order to find fast and numerically robust ways to express these terms in simulation code. A future paper will also describe the presented results in port-Hamiltonian terms, i.e. using momentum instead of velocity variables. 
